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Abstract: Intelligent Grid computing is considered as an essential infrastructure in future life, and they are executed and implemented to save the energy, to reduce the costs and to increase reliability. This study has been carried out with the aim of identifying various samples of Grid networks and investigating the applied and functional fields. In this way, science and technology develops and expands through identifying their weaknesses and attempting to remove these weaknesses and to solve the problems. In addition, the purpose is to increase the reliability in grid networks for using the services. In fact, the purpose of this study is to provide and present a compact and intensive mathematical tool by using Petri nets in order to analyze reliability and certainty in Grid networks. In this study, reliability is investigated in Grid services, and through using Petri nets, a model is represented and proposed for computing as well as increasing reliability in Grid networks. In this research, a new model has been introduced for increasing reliability in Grid networks. In this model, by using series-parallel mode and also by adding redundancy technique to the system, reliability has been considerably improved.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, scientific issues and problems are very complicated and require great storage spaces and high computational power. Traditional techniques such as parallel and distributive computing are not appropriate methods for solving such problems. Therefore, Grid networks are proposed in late 90s, and nowadays, they are widely used in developed countries with the aim of preventing waste of energy and using them optimally.

Grid computing is considered as a software and hardware infrastructure, and allows us to access high computational capabilities in a certain, compatible, cheap and broad way. Grid computing is related to a set of heterogeneous resources in large scales such as personal computers, work stations of clusters and supercomputers. These resources vary in terms of computational capabilities and configuration, and they are organized according to different management policies. Grid computing environment is suitable and proper bed for solving the problems requiring long and difficult computing.

In software or a set of software use grid, some issues including information subscription, information dividing, its transferring by considering full security and management of information will be very difficult and important.

The most important issue and problem mentioned in this paper is resource subscription. In Grid, resource subscription is controlled by management system of control resources. The request sent by user to RMS is called task. RMS should divide the received task into sub-tasks, and should send them to resources available in the network. In order to reach the purpose of Grid and to use resources available in Grid environment, scheduling and distribution of sub-tasks among resources are performed by considering the quality of service. In the procedure of scheduling, sub-tasks should be distributed between resources in a way that maximum QOS is produced.

Service reliability in Grid environment should be studies as one of the most significant QOS criteria. Execution time is a duty and is considered as a factor for computing reliability in Grid environment. Always, it has been tried to perform a task in the time lesser than determined time. Usually, technique used in Grid environment to increase reliability is redundancy technique. After dividing tasks into sub-tasks, RMS does not assign each task to one resource; rather, it assigns it to several resources so that all of them process the related sub-task simultaneously. Also, if one of these resources is destroyed, other resources try to compensate it.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW
Azgami in [10], has considered modeling of tasks distribution and reliability computing in Grid networks. In this paper, management system of resources has undertaken the task basis of Grid networks. This system receives the tasks from users, and divides them into sub-tasks. Then, it sends each sub-task to several available resources. Finally, after executing them by connected resources, outputs are collected, and user’s request task is responded. Above mentioned operations are simulated by time colored Petri nets, and reliability is computed.

Zeng in [1], analyzed reliability in control center networks in smart Grid using stochastic Petri nets. In his article, the purpose is to present a compact and intensive mathematical tool by stochastic Petri nets (SPNs) to analyze reliability in control center network in smart Grid network.

In this paper, a method has been presented to repair the unit server that has been destroyed. Then, two supporting strategies in critical servers have been studies and investigated, and SPNs have been presented. Finally, above mentioned model combines with general model of the purpose of control center network.

In this paper, in control center, we have considered a network consisting of a control center and N sub-network. In control center, SCADA server, data base and application servers are
connected to local networks (LAN) supported by profile. One section fails or is exposed to different attacks in control center, then it can be immediately repaired by user interface. In addition, supportive services are used in order to improve reliability.

Dastgheibi Fard, in[11]: has presented a new scheduler algorithm for grid computing. He has firstly introduced LMB algorithm. Then, weaknesses of this algorithm have been mentioned, and NLMB algorithm has been proposed and introduced. The purpose of this algorithm is to reduce removed deadlines, to increase sustainability of errors and to reduce return time. The proposed algorithm considers more parameters in scheduling in comparison with that latest presented algorithm, and reduces removed deadlines to a considerable degree. Also it increases sustainability of error.

3. PROPOSE ALGORITHM

In proposed model, following hypothesis have been taken into account:

1) In Grid environment, star topology has been used and applied, and RMS is connected to all resources. Communication lines are unique between each resource and RMS.

2) Users using Grid send their own requests to RMS. Then, RMS divides them into sub-tasks, and sends them to resources.

3) Sub-tasks do not depend on each other. As soon as resources receive sub-task data from RMS, they begin to execute it.

4) RMS is very quick and reliable, so the time of task processing by RMS can be ignored in comparison with the time of sub-task processing.

5) Grid environment reliability refers to the probability of presenting the results of a task in the time lesser than determined time, T(reliable).

In the proposed algorithm, redundancy technique is used to increase reliability. In this algorithm, one sub-task is allocated to several resources on the basis of redundancy technique. In previous algorithm, resources are provided for sub-tasks stochastically, while in proposed method, each sub-task considers the most appropriate resources on the basis of data required to execute each sub-task and its complex computing as well as bandwidth of resources and processing speed of each resource (see figure1 of the model).

Let’s compute reliability as follows:

Data required executing S, sub-task that should be sent from RMS to R resource is shown by rd; The results that should be sent from R to RMS are demonstrated by I; Data transferred and sent to execute S sub-task between RMS and R resource can be shown by a, and it is computed as follows:

\[ A = r + i \]

If bandwidth of communication lines between RMS and R resource is demonstrated by bw, then transferred time is computed as follows:

\[ T_{ij} = \frac{a}{bw} \]

Transferred and sent time adds transferred time to tokens transferred from P to P location. In addition, when tokens pass through transferring T(send), this issue should be considered that tokens should not face with failing during transferring data (qij). Therefore, when tokens pass through transferring, a pair of (Tij, qij) is added to them. If computing complexity of all entered tasks is shown by c, then computational complexity of each sub-task is computed according to the following equation:

\[ \sum_{i=1}^{n} c_i = C \]

In this equation, n indicates the number of sub-tasks related to a specific task, and c; is computational complexity of each si task. If processing speed of Rj is shown by P; then processing time of si sub-task is obtained through the following equation:

\[ T_{ij} = \frac{c_i}{P_j} \]

As it is observed in figure, time transferring of T(execute) can add processing time of sub-task (Tij) to time of data transferring (tij), and adds the obtained result to token. In
addition, the probability of lack of failing during sub-task \((P_i)\) processing is multiplied by the probability of lack of failing during data transferring \((q_{ij})\), and is added to token. Hence, tokens passing from transferring \((T_{execute})\), it carries a pair of \((q_{ij}, P_i)\) that is an indication of successful execution time and its probability. When redundancy technique is used to increase reliability, each sub-task is processed by several processing resources in simulation. Therefore, \(T_{(init)}\) is an indication of minimum execution time of \(s_i\) sub-task in resources, and it is obtained by the following equation:

\[
T_{(init)} = \min(t_{ij} + T_{ij}) = k \in T_{ri}
\]

With regard to above mentioned equation as well as a pair of \((t_{ij}, P_i, q_{ij})\), the minimum execution time of \(s_i\) sub-task and probability of \((P_{(init)})\) have been placed over token after transferring through \(T_{(min)}\) passage, and it is located in \(P\) place. In order to end a task, all sub-tasks should be executed. Hence, when tokens are placed over all \(P\) places, \(T\) transferring begins, and it considers the greatest execution time of sub-task as execution time of task. It is obtained through the following equation:

\[
T = \sum_{i=1}^{n} T_i
\]

In this equation, \(n\) indicates the number of sub-tasks related to each sub-task. In other words, in order to execute a task, this task is firstly divided into sub-tasks. Afterwards, completion time is computed in each resource and for each sub-task. Minimum completion time is determined in each source and for each sub-task. After performing this process for all sub-tasks, minimum time is selected among the least completion time of resources for execution.

When tokens pass through \(T\) transferring, and are placed in \(P\) place, \(T\) operation ends. By beginning \(T\), another task can enter the system.

The following equation is used to compute reliability:

\[
R_T = \prod_{i=1}^{n} P_i \times I(T < T^{'})
\]

In this equation, \(I\) indicates total number of \(t\), \(P_i\) is the probability of executing a task in \(T_i\) time, and \(T^{'\prime}\) is \(T_{(final)}\) time. Also, \(I\) function is defined as follows:

\[
I(\text{true}) = 1, \quad I(\text{false}) = 0
\]

In addition, the following equation is used to compute \(p_i\) reliability:

\[
P_i = 1 - \sum_{j=1}^{n} (1 - R_j)
\]

### 4. CASE STUDY

Let’s implement our proposed algorithm in a system, and measure reliability and response time according to mentioned methods.

In case studies, we try to present comprehensive and small samples. In this way, the samples are not very complicated. Also we try to present a small sample which is representative of real and large samples. For example, ATM system has been considered with a proper C4ISR architectural structure because it is not very complex, and creating its architectural structure is possible. Then, the problem is explained, and an executable mode for architectural products (UML diagrams) is created. Afterwards, through using the proposed method and simulation of the model that can be used and executed in CPN tools, reliability and response time are computed. ATM interacts with user and bank. In this system, one of the main user operations is withdrawing money from the account. The following figure shows is withdrawing money from the account (see figure 2).

![Figure 2. ATM system](image)

### 4.1 Simulation

With regard to the model presented in chapter of proposed algorithm, ATM system shown in previous section is simulated with regard to explanations of proposed algorithm, primary characteristics of system should be firstly determined. These characteristics involve bandwidth of system, computational complexity for each job which has been entered the system, and data required for each job and work. After determining above mentioned issues and factors, system is simulated. ATM system has been implemented in CAPTOOLS simulator software as follows (see figure 3):
Let’s consider subsystems of ATM system. Hence, there are four sub-systems as follows: card entry and investigating it, entering card password, selection of request type (deposit request), receiving money. In this paper, just one subsystem is explained in details. These subsystems have been implemented in CPNTOOLS simulator as follows (see figure 4):

![Figure 4. Subsystem of ATM System](image)

After simulating the system, we compare the results obtained from system with parallel systems (Azgami model) and series system (normal mode). The following figure shows this comparison (see figure 5). According to diagram, it’s obvious that our proposed model improves reliability to a considerable degree.

![Figure 5. Simulation Diagram](image)

5. CONCLUSION

In this paper, the proposed algorithm has considerably improved reliability through adding redundancy technique to system and using series-parallel modes. Since colored Petri nets involve powerful mathematical power in terms of evaluating software systems, we use VCPNTOOLS simulator to simulate the proposed model. Also, we compare our model with two other models (series and parallel models). The results obviously show that the proposed algorithm and model is preferred to other algorithms that have been proposed up to now.

6. SUGGESTIONS

Since no work is complete and there are certainly some faults in the work and job, the model presented in this paper has some faults. This issue can be considered as a background for performing great projects. With regard to proper application of Petri nets in improving systems, an optimum model has been proposed in this paper to increase reliability in Grid. Comparing this method with previous methods show improvement of efficiency and increasing accessibility.

In this paper, the following suggestions have been proposed:

1) Deleting some hypothesis of the problem and involving more real hypothesis and suggestions for problem solving.
2) Using above mentioned model and generalization of this method for other Grid topologies such as hierarchical and tree topology.
3) Considering data dependency among sub-tasks and expecting some sub-tasks to receive required data from sub-tasks.
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